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2 Weijenborg and Spengler

ropical cyclones during a short period of time, is often asso-
ciatedwithweather extremes and characterised by a strong
atmospheric jet and enhanced baroclinicity. While several
diagnostics exist to detect cyclone clustering, most focus
on a regional impact. We introduce a novel global detec-
tion for cyclone clustering, inspired by the original idea of
cyclone families by Bjerknes and Solberg, in which individ-
ual cyclones follow a similar track. We further subdivide
cyclone clusters into two types, a ’Bjerknes’ type and a stag-
nant type. The former is associated with cyclones that fol-
low each other over a minimum distance, whereas the stag-
nant type requires a proximity over time while these cy-
clones do not move much in space.

We find that cyclone clustering is most frequent along
the storm tracks, with more cyclone clustering during win-
ter compared to summer. The majority of cyclone cluster-
ing occurs just south of themain storm tracks in theAtlantic
and Pacific basins. In the Southern Hemisphere, most cy-
clone clustering is found in the South-Indian Ocean. Bjerk-
nes type cyclone clustering is associated with stronger cy-
clones compared to non-clustered cyclones, while for the
stagnant type this intensity difference is less pronounced.
This effect is strongest for the North Atlantic and North Pa-
cific, while clustered cyclones in the South IndianOcean are
generally not much stronger. The cyclone intensity within
the Bjerknes type does not decrease during a cluster, while
in contrast secondary cyclones of the stagnant type are sig-
nificantly weaker than primary cyclones. This suggests that
these two types of cyclone clustering are dynamically differ-
ent.
K E YWORD S
Cyclone clustering, storm tracks, extratropical cyclones, cyclone
intensity
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Weijenborg and Spengler 3

1 | INTRODUCTION8

Cyclone clustering, the rapid succession of extratropical cyclones during a short period of time, is often associated9

with European weather extremes, such as extensive wet spells (Moore et al., 2021) and strong winds gusts yielding10

large economic losses (Priestley et al., 2018). The idea that several cyclones follow a similar track dates back to the11

concept of cyclone families by Bjerknes and Solberg (1922). To investigate the dynamical causes of cyclone clustering,12

it is desirable to detect the occurrence of cyclone clustering. So far, focus has either been on local impact-based13

detection or on a statistical analysis of storm recurrence (e.g. Mailier et al., 2006; Vitolo et al., 2009; Priestley et al.,14

2017). While the former cannot be applied globally, the latter is difficult to relate to individual clustering events. We15

therefore introduce a novel global cyclone cluster detection that is closer to the original concept of cyclone families16

by Bjerknes and Solberg (1922).17

Based on the idea that cyclones occur more regularly over time in some regions, Mailier et al. (2006) defined cy-18

clone clustering (serial clustering in their paper) using a dispersion diagnostic, comparing local occurrence of cyclones19

with a random Poisson process. They refer to a region as underdispersive when the monthly cyclone occurrence at a20

particular location is more regular than expected from a Poisson process. In contrast, a region is overdispersive when21

cyclones occur less regularly compared to a Poisson process. The latter is associated with cyclones clumping together22

in time as clusters and is mainly found at the exit regions of the North Atlantic and North Pacific storm tracks. Similar23

algorithms have been applied by Kvamstø et al. (2008); Vitolo et al. (2009); Pinto et al. (2013); Economou et al. (2015).24

Future changes in this dispersion statistic are generally small (Economou et al., 2015). A problem with this statistical25

definition, however, is that it defines clustering in a relative sense. The diagnostic does neither quantify how many26

cyclone clusters pass at a particular location nor identify which cyclones are part of a particular cluster.27

Another set of diagnostics for cyclone clustering counts the number of cyclones at a particular location during28

a short period of time (Priestley et al., 2017; Bevacqua et al., 2020). For example, Priestley et al. (2017) defined29

clustering off the coast of West-Europe as the occurrence of at least 4 cyclones in a period of seven days within a30

radius of 700 km around that location. Using composites of clustered events in this way, they found that clustering31

at the storm track exit is related to a strong extended jet, flanked by double sided Rossby wave breaking. A similar32

algorithm was used by Bevacqua et al. (2020), but using a maximum temporal distance between cyclones of one day,33

instead of counting cyclones in the seven day running mean. While these algorithms distinguish which cyclones are34

clustered, they still rely on a local impact-based definition of cyclone clustering.35

Priestley et al. (2020b) extended the method of Priestley et al. (2017) to distinguish if detected cyclones form36

along the trailing cold front of a previous cyclone. This allows to distinguish between primary and secondary cyclones,37

which is a useful classification as clustering is often associated with secondary cyclogenesis (Pinto et al., 2014). Priest-38

ley et al. (2020b) found that about 50% of the cyclones are clustered along the Atlantic storm tracks. Although this39

algorithm is less local than the previous algorithms, it relies on both a frontal and cyclone detection. Detecting fronts40

relies on several choices and is thus sensitive to the chosen variable for detection (Thomas and Schultz, 2019). Fur-41

thermore, this algorithm a priori assumes that clustered cyclones are always due to secondary cyclogenesis.42

There have also been attempts to investigate the similarity of tracks of extratropical cyclones, for example Blender43

et al. (1997) used k-means clustering based on the cyclone displacement relative to its genesis location. They divided44

North Atlantic cyclone tracks into zonal, north-east moving, and stationary types. This definition of clustering ensures45

that different cyclones follow tracks in the same direction, though it does not take the temporal component into46

account. Therefore, this definition puts all cyclones travelling in a zonal direction in the same cluster, independent47

if they occur shortly after each other or not. This might not be desirable, especially if one is interested in potential48

dynamical differences between different types of clusters.49
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The diagnostics outlined above either only have a local criteria for proximity of tracks or put all cyclones moving50

in a similar direction into one cluster. However, to disentangle the mechanisms of cyclone clustering, one needs51

an algorithm closer to the original idea of cyclone clustering of (Bjerknes and Solberg, 1922). Ideally, a clustering52

diagnostic should:53

• check if two tracks are close in space-time over a considerable amount of distance and/or time54

• detect which cyclones are members of a specific cluster55

• be unbiased with respect to the clustering mechanism56

• be applicable globally57

Synoptically, clustering over the Atlantic is often associated with strong, elongated jets and secondary cyclogene-58

sis along trailing cold fronts of preceding cyclones (Pinto et al., 2014; Priestley et al., 2017; Weijenborg and Spengler,59

2020). Stronger jets correspond to higher baroclinicity, which explains that clustered storms tend to be more intense60

(Vitolo et al., 2009). However, given that several cyclones follow a similar track, one needs to explain how this baroclin-61

icity is maintained. Given the importance of latent heating for the maintenance of baroclinicity (Hoskins and Valdes,62

1990; Papritz and Spengler, 2015), Weijenborg and Spengler (2020) proposed that cyclone clustering could be caused63

by strong latent heating along trailing cold fronts.64

As the focus hasmainly been on clustering in theNorth Atlantic, with articles on cyclone clustering in the Southern65

Hemisphere being particularly sparse, we propose a new algorithm that can be applied globally. The algorithm defines66

cyclone clusters based on individual cyclones following a similar track for a certain length or time. We also introduce67

two types of clusters, one resembling the original idea of Bjerknes with cyclones following a similar track over a long68

distance and a stagnant type, where cyclones do not move much over their life time and therefore resemble clusters69

at the storm tracks exit. We present a global climatology of both types and discuss differences in intensity between70

clustered and non-clustered cyclones as well as differences between cyclone intensity within a cluster.71

2 | DATA AND METHODOLOGY72

We use the ERA-Interim reanalysis from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Dee73

et al., 2011), which is available at a triangular truncation of T255 with a 6-hourly time interval providing analyses at74

00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC. We interpolated the data onto a 0.5-degree grid and use the mean sea level pressure to track75

extratropical cyclones.76

We use the University of Melbourne cyclone detection and tracking algorithm (Murray and Simmonds, 1991a,b).77

The algorithm detects cyclones as maxima in the Laplacian of the mean sea level pressure and tracks them over78

time using a nearest-neighbourhood method together with the most probable direction of propagation (Murray and79

Simmonds, 1991a,b; Michel et al., 2018). We use the same parameters as in Tsopouridis et al. (2021) and select80

cyclone tracks that last at least 24 hours. However, in contrast to Tsopouridis et al. (2021), we do not pre-select any81

threshold on storm intensity and do not apply any requirements on a minimum distance travelled by cyclones. We82

decided against these additional criteria, because we want to investigate if clustered cyclones are stronger compare83

to non-clustered cyclones. We do not include a distance criterion to detect all cyclones belonging to the stagnant84

type. To minimize the influence of orography, we discard cyclones located above 1000 meter.85
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F IGURE 1 Schematic of cyclone clustering detection. Black lines indicate three different cyclone tracks. Time in
days since track 1 started is indicated by the timestamp next to each point. (a) Red radius in indicates the distance
threshold (Rossby radius of deformation) for one example point along track 1. (b) All points connected according to
the criteria for the local space-time proximity are indicated by coloured points, with red points indicating a
connection between track 1 and 2, and blue points indicating a connection between track 2 and 3, and purple points
along track 2 are connected to both track 1 and 2. (c) Indication of the overlap in space (red arrow) and time (blue
arrow) used in the second step of the algorithm. In this example, track 1 and 2 satisfy the length overlap criterion,
while tracks 2 and 3 satisfy the time overlap criterion.

2.1 | Cyclone clustering methodology86

Conceptional, clustered cyclones follow each other for a significant distance or time. Hence, for every pair of cyclone87

tracks we first check if they are close enough to each other in space and time (See Figure 1). We check pairwise points88

along two tracks if the spatial distance is within δx l ocal of one Rossby Radius of deformation (LR = NH /f0) and within89

a temporal period δt l ocal of 36 hours (indicated by the red dots in Figure 1a). The Rossby radius of deformation is a90

measure of the wavelength of maximum growth for baroclinic instability (Holton, 2004) and therefore sets the typical91

size of an extratropical cyclone. The choice of 1.5 days is roughly the median time passed between the occurrence of92

mid-latitude cyclones in the North Atlantic and North Pacific storm track regions in winter (not shown).93

The approach described in Figure 1a is very similar to other approaches detecting cyclone clustering. The main94

difference is that instead of only checking for local proximity of two cyclone tracks, we check for every pair of cyclone95

track points along two tracks if they are close together in space-time, indicated by all the coloured dots in Figure 1b.96

In the second step, we assess the overlap between the two cyclones travelling along a similar track (coloured97

dots in Figure 1b) in distance δxover l ap and/or time δtover l ap . For all the connected points in step 1, we check if98

the maximum distance between them is either larger than 1.5 Rossby radius (measured by the great circle distance99

between the first and last red dot in Figure 1c) or that the temporal difference between them is more than 2 days (the100

time elapsed between the first and last red dot in Figure 1c). If either one of the two conditions is satisfied, the two101
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cyclone tracks are connected as a cluster. The final step is combining these uniquely connected cyclone tracks, where102

each cyclone track in a cluster is connected to at least one other cyclone track, but not to any other cyclones outside103

the cluster (see Figure 1c).104

We choose a length overlap δxover l ap of at least 1.5 Rossby radius to have a minimum length of overlap signifi-105

cantly longer than the typical size of a cyclone. The time overlap δtover l ap of 2 days comprises a significant part of106

the cyclone lifetime. We performed sensitivity tests on both the time and length overlap. One could also have chosen107

slightly less strict thresholds, e.g. 1 Rossby radius and 1.5 days. However, while not qualitatively altering the results,108

these choices would lead to extremely long clusters, especially in the Southern Hemisphere (not shown). A further109

argument to choose the more strict parameters is to prevent that cyclones from different clusters end up in the same110

cluster.111

The above method yields all cyclone clusters, regardless if cyclones follow each other over a long distance or an112

extensive period of time. However, as the two types of clustersmight be dynamically different, we distinguish between113

them and present climatologies for each. We refer to these as the Bjerknes type and stagnant type, dependent on if114

they fulfill the length or time criterion, respectively. We explicitly exclude the length criterion for the stagnant type,115

because they should represent clusters that do not move much in space. For the schematic example in Figure 1c,116

tracks 1 and 2 form a Bjerknes type cluster, while tracks 2 and 3 are part of a stagnant cluster.117

The Bjerknes type represents cyclone families described by Bjerknes and Solberg (1922), while the stagnant type118

represent clusters of cyclones that do not travel far. As an individual cyclone can be simultaneously part of a Bjerknes119

and a stagnant type cluster, there is a chance for double counting cyclones. For example in Figure 1, for which cyclone120

2 is part of both a Bjerknes as well a stagnant cluster. Hence, the cyclone track densities of Bjerknes and stagnant121

type clustered cyclones are not additive and can the sum can thus be larger than the density of all clustered cyclones.122

As in Priestley et al. (2020b), we define cyclones that are not part of a cluster as ’solo’ cyclones. We compare both123

differences in location as well intensity between solo and clustered cyclones. To distinguish between primary and124

secondary cyclones, cyclones are ordered by the first time step they are connected with any cyclone in that cluster125

(coloured dots in 1). This time stepmight be different than the genesis location. For example, for track 2 in the example126

in Figure 1, the first time step is not ’clustered’. Note that for clustered cyclones only the connected parts are used127

(coloured dots in 1). Therefore, the fractional densities of solo and clustered cyclones do not add to 100%.128

To test the hypothesis that clustered cyclones are stronger, we use the maximum Laplacian in a small 1.25 degree129

radius around the centre during the lifetime of a cyclone to define the cyclone strength (similar as in Tsopouridis et al.130

(2021) and Michel et al. (2018)). As the geostrophic vorticity is inversely proportional to the Coriolis parameter and131

therefore the latitude φ, we normalise the Laplacian with si n (φ) .132

We choose the maximum of the normalised Laplacian instead of minimum pressure, as it is directly related to the133

vorticity and thus the strength of the wind speed associated with a cyclone. Qualitatively, however, the results are134

not very sensitive to this choice, given that cyclones with a larger Laplacian are commonly associated with a deeper135

minimum in pressure. Furthermore, we define the intensity of a cluster using the maximum Laplacian of the strongest136

cyclone in a cluster. The results are similar when choosing the mean intensity of cyclones in a cluster (not shown).137

3 | CLIMATOLOGY OF CLUSTERED CYCLONE TRACKS138

3.1 | Winter139

The occurrence of clustering in winter generally aligns with the climatological storm tracks for both the North Atlantic140

as well the North Pacific with clustered cyclones occurring about 8-10% (Figure 2b). In contrast, very few clustered141
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F IGURE 2 Climatology of cyclone clustering during the winter seasons. (a) Density of solo cyclone (not
clustered) in a 1000 km2 area for DJF in the Northern Hemisphere. (c) Fractional density of clustered cyclones
(shading). (d-f) as (a-c), but for the Southern Hemisphere for JJA. Black boxes in (b) and (e) indicate chosen regions in
Section, and black contours in each panel indicate climatological storm tracks of all cyclones (contours at 10, 15 &
25 % per 1000km2). (b) As (a), but for clustered cyclones. 4.

cyclones are found in the Mediterranean and Barents Sea. While this is similar to Priestley et al. (2020a), though with142

slightly lower absolute values, our findings are in contrast toMailier et al. (2006), who detected serial clusteringmostly143

at the storm track exits. This difference is mainly due to our diagnostic determining absolute number of clustered144

storms, which is highest along the storm tracks. The dispersion diagnostic from Mailier et al. (2006), on the other145

hand, determines irregularities in the occurrence of cyclones in a given month, which is highest at the storm track exit146

where the variability of the location of the jet is largest (Woollings et al., 2010).147

In contrast to the clustered cyclones, solo cyclones occur more regularly at the storm track exit (Figure 2a). More-148

over, there are several additional regions where solo cyclones occur more regularly in the North Atlantic: in the lee of149

the Rocky mountains and over the Mediterranean sea. Priestley et al. (2020b) identified similar regions with high solo150

cyclone density, though with less solo cyclones around the Norwegian coast. Reason for this difference is most likely151

that they detect much fewer cyclones in this region in general. In the Pacific basin, solo cyclones occur more often at152

the storm track exit.153

The fraction of clustered cyclones in the Northern Hemisphere is about 40 to 50 % of the total number of storms154

(see Figure 2 c). Priestley et al. (2020b) found even larger fractional track densities of up to 60% over North Atlantic.155

In the North Pacific, the fractional density of clustered storms is slightly higher than in the North Atlantic. Highest156
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F IGURE 3 Densities for (left) Bjerknes type cyclone clusters and (right) stagnant type for (top) Northern
Hemisphere and (bottom) Southern Hemisphere during the winter season. Shading denotes fraction of times of a
clustered cyclone at a location in a 1000 km2 area. Black contours indicate clustered densities (at 2, 4 & 6% per
1000km2)

fractional densities are found just south of the main storm tracks in both the North Atlantic and North Pacific (see157

Figure 2c). Moreover, the fractional densities are oriented less northward compared to the climatological storm tracks,158

especially in the North Atlantic. This indicates that clustering occurs more regularly for more zonally oriented storm159

tracks, which is also the case for cyclone clustering defined as cyclones associatedwith secondary cyclogenesis (Priest-160

ley et al., 2020b). However, we also find large clustering frequencies along the Norwegian coast at the storm track161

exit in the Atlantic.162

There are twomain genesis regions in the North Atlantic region for clustered cyclones, firstly near the Gulf Stream163

region and secondly in an area near Greenland (not shown). These genesis regions are partly similar to Priestley et al.164

(2020b), who found that cyclones forming due to secondary cyclogenesis mainly have genesis in these regions. In the165

North Pacific, genesis occurs generally more on the western side of the basin over the Kurushio region (not shown).166

This indicates that clustered cyclones travel over the entire basin in the North Atlantic and North Pacific.167

For the Southern Hemisphere winter season, cyclone cluster density is highest in a small band around Antarc-168

tica, with the highest densities over the South Indian Ocean (Figure 2e). Absolute numbers of clustering are higher169

compared to the Northern Hemisphere, which is partially due to higher cyclone densities in general. The fraction of170

clustered cyclones is about 35-40%, which is comparable to the Northern Hemisphere (Figure 2f). Furthermore, the171

genesis region is less clear compared to the Northern Hemisphere, with genesis of clustering mainly occurring in the172
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F IGURE 4 As Figure 2, but for the respective summer seasons.

same band as the storm tracks (not shown).173

The Bjerknes-type clusters occur all over the North Atlantic and North Pacific regions, but relatively more at the174

entrance and just south of the storm tracks (Figure 3a). In contrast, the stagnant type occurs more at the storm track175

exit in the North Atlantic and North Pacific as well as more to the north of the main storm tracks compared to the176

Bjerknes type (Figure 3b). Moreover, we detect more cyclones of this type in the North Pacific. In contrast, for the177

Southern Hemisphere, absolute numbers of (clustered) cyclones of the stagnant type are small (Figure 3d). While178

Bjerknes type clustered cyclones frequencies are about 6-8% along the storm tracks (Figure 3c), stagnant clustered179

cyclones frequencies are only 1 to 2%. Fractional densities for the stagnant type are lower, with more than 10% clus-180

tered stagnant cyclones around Australia, east of Australia, and near Madagascar. In contrast, the fractional Bjerknes181

clustered densities are highest just equatorward of the main storm tracks.182

3.2 | Summer183

For summer, the frequency of clustered storms in the Northern Hemisphere is significantly reduced and shifted to184

the western side of the basin, consistent with weaker storm tracks during summer (Figure 4b). While Michel Dos185

Santos Mesquita1 and Atkinson3 (2008) found a northward shift of cyclones, especially on the western side of the186

basins, this is not clear for clustered cyclones in the Northern Hemisphere (Figure 4b and c). Clustered cyclones in187

summer occur less often at the storm track exit in the Northern Hemisphere. For the Southern Hemisphere, there are188
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F IGURE 5 As Figure 3, but for the respective summer seasons.

no larger differences in the occurrence of clustered cyclones (Figure 4e-f). Genesis is also slightly shifted to the west189

with less genesis of clustered cyclones in the lee of Greenland (not shown).190

Solo cyclones in summer occur mainly within the storm tracks, suggesting a westward shift compared to winter191

(Figure 4a). The shift to the west is less clear in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 4d-f), but densities for clustered192

cyclones are higher in the South Atlantic compared to further east in the South Indian Ocean.193

The different cluster types are reduced in summer, with a stronger reduction in the Bjerknes-type (Figure 5a-b).194

This is intuitive, as the jet strength is significantly reduced in summer, which mainly appears to affect the frequency195

of the Bjerknes-type clusters (Figure 5a). Furthermore, there is a shift towards the western side of the basins in the196

North Atlantic and North Pacific. However, for the stagnant clusters the cyclone densities are similar to winter. For197

the Southern Hemisphere, there is a decrease in the Bjerknes-type clusters, however a small increase in stagnant198

clusters (Figure 5c-d).199

4 | CHARACTERISTICS OF CLUSTERED CYCLONES200

Some studies argue for a systematic mechanism associated with cyclone clustering Priestley et al. (2017); Weijenborg201

and Spengler (2020) and that clustering is generally associated with stronger cyclones Vitolo et al. (2009). We test202

these findings by assessing differences in length and storm intensity, both for all clusters as well for the two sub-types203

of clustering. In this section, we only investigate cyclones during the winter season (December until February for the204
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Northern Hemisphere, and June to July for the Southern Hemisphere), as extratropical cyclones have the highest205

occurrence and intensity during winter.206

We define the length of a cluster as the number of cyclones in a cluster and use the cyclones occurring in the207

regions introduced in Figures 2b and d. In general, the likelihood of having a cluster of length n decays exponentially208

(Figure 6a). This decay is stronger for stagnant clusters. While there are no big differences between the different basins,209

there are relatively more longer stagnant clusters for the North Atlantic and North Pacific (Figure 6b-c) compared to210

the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 6d-f). In contrast, specifically for the South Atlantic and South Indian Ocean, there211

are relatively few stagnant clusters (Figure 6e).212

4.1 | Cyclone intensity213

Comparing the intensity of the strongest cyclone per cluster with the strength of the strongest cyclones in a randomly214

chosen selection with the same number of cyclones as in the cluster, we find that clustered cyclones are generally215

stronger and that solo cyclones are generally weaker (Figure 7). The qualitative differences between the different216

basins are small with slightly stronger clustered cyclones in the North Atlantic and North Pacific. The differences in217

intensity for clustered and non-clustered cyclones is, however, less in the three basins in the Southern Hemisphere.218

Specifically the South Indian Ocean and South Pacific stand out with only a small difference in intensity. This indicates219

that clustering might be dynamically different for the storm tracks in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere.220

The strongest cyclones in Bjerknes type clusters are stronger compared to randomly selected cyclones (Figure221

8a). One might have anticipated this result for Bjerknes type clustered cyclones as they are associated with a stronger222

jet and baroclinicity. This difference is largest for the North Atlantic and the North Pacific (Figure 8b-c), while there223

are only small differences for the South Indian Ocean.224

In contrast, the median of the strongest cyclones in stagnant clusters of length n falls between that of Bjerknes225

clusters and the expected value of a randomly chosen cyclone (Figure 8a). The 90% quantile for the stagnant type is226

also lower as that of the Bjerknes type, with the difference in intensity being stronger for the North Pacific compared227

to the North Atlantic (Figure 8a and b). Also for the Southern Hemisphere the intensity between stagnant clustered228

cyclones and solo cyclones is very similar(Figure 8d-f). This difference in intensity between the two types of clusters229

suggests that they are dynamically different.230

To investigate the local impact of clustered cyclones, we determine how often a cyclone is present with an in-231

tensity higher than the 90% quantile of the intensity at that particular location. We do this for both clustered and232

non-clustered cyclones. Even though the number of clustered cyclones is lower, the absolute number of intense clus-233

tered cyclones is higher than that of intense non-clustered cyclones (Figure 9a and b). This is especially the case along234

the storm tracks in the North Atlantic and North Pacific as well as just north of the United Kingdom and along the235

coast of Norway. For the Pacific storm track exit this is less clear, with even higher densities of intense non-clustered236

cyclones along the coast of the United States. However, for both the Atlantic as well the Pacific storm track exit237

regions the intensity of clustered cyclones is shifted towards higher intensities (Figure 9c).238

4.2 | Cluster length and cyclone intensity239

Given that Bjerknes type clusters are associatedwith a strong baroclinicity and jet, we investigate the relation between240

the strength of cyclones and the length of overlap δxover l ap along their tracks in space-time. If a cyclone is connected241

to multiple cyclones, the maximum overlap δxover l ap is used. This maximum overlap is a measure on how ’clustered’242

a specific cyclone is. Solo (non-clustered) cyclones are put in the lowest bins (δxover l ap < 1.5 Rossby Radius in Figure243
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F IGURE 6 Number of clusters for winter season as function of cluster length for complete clusters (black line),
Bjerknes subtype (red line), and stagnant subtype (blue line). (a) Top left for all regions. (b-f) Other panels for Atlantic,
Pacific, South Atlantic, South Pacific, and South Indian Ocean, respectively.

(a) and δtover l ap < 2 days in (b)).244

There is an increase in cyclone intensity, with respect to the length of overlap (Figure 10a), especially up to245

about three Rossby radius. This is consistent with previous studies suggesting that intense cyclones travel over a246

large distance Wang and Rogers (2002). Specifically over the Gulf stream and Kuroshio one can expect more intense247

and bomb cyclones Sanders and Gyakum (1980); Wang and Rogers (2002), which are likely associated with cyclone248

clustering.249

Contrary to the Bjerknes clusters, cyclones clustered according to the stagnant type feature a weaker increase250

in intensity during the lifetime of a cluster (Figure 10b). The median increases up to 50% compared to solo cyclones,251

while the median for cyclones of the Bjerknes clusters increases up to almost twice that compared to solo cyclones.252

This again indicates that the two types of clusters are dynamically different.253

4.3 | Cyclone intensity within a cluster254

We showed that clustered cyclones are more intense than solo cyclones. To check if there are consistent differences255

in cyclone intensity within a cluster, we select clusters of at least length n = 3 and distinguish between ’primary’ (first),256

secondary+, and final cyclones in a cluster. There are only small intensity differences in intensity within Bjerknes type257

clusters (Figure 11a), suggesting the existence of processes that replenish baroclinicity during the clustering period,258

as suggested by Weijenborg and Spengler (2020). The last cyclone in a Bjerknes type cluster is slightly less intense259

than the previous cyclones in the cluster.260

In contrast, there is a decrease in cyclone intensity during the lifetime of stagnant cluster with the primary cyclone261

being the strongest (Figure 11b). This primary cyclone is almost as strong as the primary cyclone in Bjerknes clusters,262

though subsequent cyclones are less intense, with the final cyclone being the weakest. This decrease in intensity is263

both visible in the median as well as in the 10% and 90% quantiles.264
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F IGURE 7 Cyclone intensity as function of cluster length, i.e. the number of storms in a cluster. The bin denoted
with "S" indicates the strength of solo (non-clustered) cyclones. Green solid line indicates median value and
variability between the 10 and 90% quantiles is indicated by shading. Black line indicates expected value from
randomly chosen clusters.
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F IGURE 8 As Figure 7 but for Bjerknes type (red solid line and shading, for mean and 10 to 90% quantiles) and
stagnant type (green shading). Black line indicates expected value from randomly chosen clusters.

5 | CONCLUSIONS265

Most existing cyclone clustering diagnostics focus mainly on impact and use local measures, in contrast to the original266

idea of Bjerknes and Solberg (1922) of cyclone families forming along the polar front and following a similar track.267
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F IGURE 9 (a) Density of clustered cyclones with an intensity at least of the 90% quantile at that location during
the winter season. (b) as (a), but for non-clustered cyclones. (c) Violin plot of intensity of clustered and non-clustered
cyclones at the storm track exit regions indicated by the black boxes in (a).
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F IGURE 10 Violin plots for cyclone intensity for (a) Bjerknes clusters as function of length as function of Rossby
radius and (b) Stagnant clusters as function of time overlap. The bin denoted with "S" indicates the intensity of solo
(non-clustered) cyclones. The Medians and 10% and 90% quantiles in each violin plot are indicated by solid lines.

Therefore, we introduce a novel cyclone cluster diagnostic that can be used globally. Our clustering diagnostic checks268

if multiple cyclone tracks are in close proximity in space and time. We subdivide cyclone clusters into two different269

sub-types, which we refer to as Bjerknes and stagnant types, where cyclones in the former category need to travel270

over a minimum distance along a similar track, whereas the latter focuses on less mobile cyclones occurring in a similar271

region over a given time.272

Using our diagnostic, we find that cyclone clustering mainly occurs near the main storm tracks in the North273

Atlantic and North Pacific, with the highest fraction of clustered cyclones just to the south of the storm tracks. In the274

Southern Hemisphere, highest frequencies are found in the South Indian Ocean. In general the Bjerknes-type cluster275

is found more towards the storm track entrance, while stagnant clusters are more frequent at the storm track exit.276

Clustered cyclones are stronger on average than non-clustered cyclones, with this difference increasing with277

the number of cyclones in a cluster. This increase in intensity is stronger for Bjerknes type cyclones, for which the278

intensity of cyclones also increases when the distance that cyclones follow each-other increases. This suggests a279
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F IGURE 11 Violin plots for the intensity of cyclones for all clusters (left), Bjerknes type (middle), and stagnant
type (right) for the first (Primary), all secondary, and final cyclones in each cluster. Medians and 10% and 90%
quantiles are indicated by horizontal lines.

replenishment of baroclinicity, which is likely related to diabatically induced secondary cyclogenesis (Weijenborg and280

Spengler, 2020). In contrast, for the stagnant type, cyclones are not stronger compared to non-clustered cyclones,281

suggesting that the mechanisms generating the clusters might be different for the different types. There are some282

regional differences between the Northern and Southern Hemisphere, with generally stronger clustered cyclones in283

the Northern Hemisphere.284

Our results are consistentwith previously published climatologies of cyclone clusters (Mailier et al., 2006; Priestley285

et al., 2020b). As in Priestley et al. (2020b), clustering in the Northern Hemisphere winter mainly follows the storm286

track, with genesis occurring often at the storm track entrance at the Gulf stream and the Kuroshio regions. One287

difference between our results and that of Priestley et al. (2020b) is that we did not find a shift in genesis between288

the first and secondary cyclones in a cluster. This could be due to the differences in detecting cyclone clusters, as289

Priestley et al. (2020b) explicitly demands that secondary cyclones have their genesis along a trailing cold front of290

a primary cyclone. Moreover, our results are different to Mailier et al. (2006), who found the highest frequency291

of clustering at the storm track exit. This differences can be attributed to the statistical nature of their algorithm.292

While their algorithm focuses on the regularity of cyclone occurrence in a given month, our algorithm determines the293

absolute number of clustered cyclones.294

Based on the global applicability of our novel detection and classification, future research can address underlying295

mechanisms of cyclone clustering and investigate regional differences. Furthermore, due to our sub-categorisation296

into different types of cyclone clustering, one can assess dynamical differences in the initiation and evolution of297

Bjerknes and stagnant type of cyclone clusters. Last but not least, given that our algorithm also distinguishes between298

primary and secondary cyclones in a cluster, one can further differentiate how cyclones within a cluster influence each299

other. The latter is of particular interest when considering themechanism of secondary cyclogenesis andmaintenance300

of baroclinicty during Bjerknes type clusters.301
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